NOTES ON OVID'S HEROIDES
THERE are still many passages in Heroides where editors or cling to an indefensible text. Some of these I tou D6rrie's new edition (Berlin, I971),' but shortage of s to reserve others for discussion elsewhere. As D6rrie go than most of his predecessors, this article may be regar of the review ;2 but I do not discuss any passage wh misjudgement. My text follows D6rrie's in all points relevant to the d paratus criticus, however, I adopt the notation used by of Amores (1961) , and much of D6rrie's detail is omitted taries that I cite are those of Heinsius-Burman (Amsterd Purser (Oxford, 1898). D6rrie's edition has a full bibl each epistle.
I. 73 quaecumque aequor habet, quaecumque peric tam longae causas suspicor esse morae.
haec ego dum stulte meditor, quae vestra libido e esse peregrino captus amore potes 75 meditor Ew: metuo Gs, Sedlmayer, Palmer D6rrie reverts to meditor, which in Ovid nowhere mean sense of contemplating something that already exist Moreover, if it is not too fine a point, stultitia for Penel contemplating the previous explanation as in accepti momentarily if she gives way to fear.
2. IO spes quoque lenta fuit. tarde quae credita la credimus. invita nunc et amante nocent 11 sic w: nocens E, es amante nocens F2 (coniecerat Housman), invito nunc et amore noces G
The third statement as it stands, et meaning 'even', contradicts the second by implying that a lover is the first person to think ill of his beloved (by no means an impossible notion in itself: cf. 6. 21). Furthermore, though it is a particular I C.R. lxxxvii (1973) .
2 Having looked at some of Heinsius's collations (Bodl. Auct. S V, 7 and io) and ten manuscripts in the Bodleian, I can now amplify my charge of inaccuracy in D6rrie's apparatus criticus: 2. 135 portent cited by D6rrie from only five minor manuscripts, but it is in nine of the manuscripts that I inspected in the Bodleian, including Ob, and Heinsius gives no indication that he found anything else in his manuscripts; 6. 162 exspes in Vb as well as G; 7. Ioo not quem but quas P (checked in the original); 8. 41 egerat also in Gi, Vb, Ob, Of; Ii. 129 te Ob; 12. 8 vitam also in Mi; I3. I33 omen revocantis Vb; 16. 323 nostri K and Pb' (both by implication); 19. 171 clam also in Mi and Pb; 2o. 6 dolere also in Gi, K, Pb, Vb (all by implication); 232 vigilem v.1. in Gi.
These are only a selection of the discrepancies I have noticed. Heinsius's collation of Sp, the lost Argentinensis, is either more full or more accurate than Loers's, which I have not seen; the manuscript broke off in Ep. 20 not after 239 but after 233 or 234, and it read e.g. Palmer gives no reason for printing Micyllus's conjecture lintea velle, and from his apparatus it might seem that he had none, since he countenances linte plena. A sufficient reason is that dare must be converted into a future.2 Planud has 8<CELv, but perhaps from common sense rather than because he is rendering dare . .. velle.
3. III si tibi nunc dicam, fortissime, 'tu quoque iura nulla tibi sine me gaudia facta', neges.
at Danai maerere putant-tibi plectra moventur, te tenet in tepido mollis amica sinu I do not know what tone of voice to read into at Danai maerere putant, and the dash that D6rrie and other editors put after it suggests that they do not kno either. Had Ovid written (metre allowing) at maeres, Briseis would be inventing a rejoinder for Achilles and then answering it in tibi ... sinu; but in view of putant, the transmitted words cannot be a rejoinder. In the hope that someon will be provoked into explaining them or offering a better emendation, suggest dum for at. The couplet then gives the reason for neges, and the force o dum is exactly what it is in I. 75. The accusative gives the sense 'and do not be surprised that I am left here with you because he has gone away'; the ablative, 'and do not be surprised that he has gone away leaving me here with you'. The choice between these alternatives, one utterly impenetrable and the other a model of lucidity, is an excellent test of fitness for editing the text, except that relicta runs the risk of being preferred because it is in P. He must not swim when the sea is rough; when it calms, he can-swim safely?
swim his heart out? The proximity of sospite and placidas lends a certain speciousness to tuto, and there appears to be a parallel for it at 92faciasplacidum per mare tutus iter; but the appearance is illusory, because she is there saying that she does not mind if he insists on safety. From the pen of an impatient lover toto is immeasurably superior.
Next, some passages where a remedy more radical than emendation seems to be called for.I
I. 27 grata ferunt nymphae pro salvis dona maritis;
illi victa suis Troia fata canunt 28 fata EG3: facta w This couplet should be deleted. Heinsius emended nymphae to nuptae, but nothing can be done with canunt, which Ovid elsewhere confines not surprisingly to singing or prophecy. Actual singing would be ludicrous enough in the heroic age, let alone among the Ovidian rank and file, who have more modern ways of reliving their campaigns (31-6). In such circles I also find the pentameter habet? is ungrammatical, the elision in insula habet is indefensible, and all emendations that remove these faults import others, such as a lone tiger.
(2) Whose are the swords in 88 ? or are they swordfish ? (3) When she is terrified by every prospect, how can she say 'anything so long as I am not haled off into slavery' (89-92) ? (4) What are simulacra deorum (95) ? (5) There is no connection between 95 and 96 unless in 95 she is saying that simulacra deorum deterred her from flying away.' (6) sive in 97 ought to be one of a pair.z (7) colunt habitantque in 97 needs an object, and there is none in sight. Jachmann solved all but two of these difficulties by deleting 85-96, his pupil Schmitz- Hypsipyle's injunction aera temptet at 6. 161 is a deft touch of Ovidian irony: in the context it is triumphantly sarcastic, but anyone who knows Euripides has seen it fulfilled. put the question mark in three different places: after refert (cf. Fasti 3-495), after illis (cf. Met. 13. 268), and after socer (which is surely asking too much of the ancient reader). Before the couplet can be considered proof against deletion, four questions must be answered, and the answers must account for the I Bearing in mind how Professor Douglas Young has recently opened our eyes to certain refinements of thought and expression in Longus (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. cxciv [ 1968] , [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] xcvii [Ig971] , 99-107), I feel it would be rash to exclude this interpretation, supported as it is by the parallel of Xen. Eph.
5. I. 9-11. Indeed, one might go further with Professor Young and regard funere and vulnera as author's variants; Ovid first wrote vulnera, but then he realized that it would be difficult for Macareus to shed a tear on the wounds of a mummified corpse, and so he altered vulnera to funere (funus does not seem to occur elsewhere in the sense 'anniversary of death', but Romans knew from childhood the word natalis, 'anniversary of birth'). Pedants will object that in 126 Canace has asked for her remains to be put in an urn; but Ovid well understood the psychology of his heroines, and he would have expected 'It was your reputation that first attracted me t not do you justice.' I am at a loss to understan and unless there is something wrong with it, would be a coincidence so enormous as not to be (2) Unfortunately 220 (or 221 if you count the title) is not divisible by 26; but presumably the front of the first leaf that fell out was blank (though the scribe of P, it seems, was so inattentive to such gaps that he actually ran some epistles together).
Finally, when he has to decide what lines were in the archetype, Luck employs three assumptions: (I) where P has fewer lines than the archetype requires, some lines were undecipherable and the scribe simply ignored them; (2) where P has more lines than the archetype requires, there are interpolations; (3) where the archetype requires lines that Ovid did not write, the wording is corrupt. (i) is applied in the most shameless manner: as the line with which P ends, for instance, would not have been the last of a leaf in the archetype, the remaining lines were no longer legible (p. 16); and P omitted 5-. 25-6 because 25 stood at the damaged foot of one leaf and 26 at the damaged head of the next (pp. 19-20) . (2) to match oculis animi (or perhaps it cancels the antithesis altogether: 'waking and sleeping, I saw you in my mind's eye').
3 Only rewriting will achieve results, as Kenney is forced to admit (H.S.C.P. lxxiv [1970] , 179-81). His idea of separating nec tibi par usquam Phrygiae from nomen habet is an unhappy one: the sense required by the antithesis of which it forms part is not 'you have no equal in Phrygia' but 'your fame has no equal in Phrygia'. The couplet could admittedly be deleted without damage to the sense.
In short, these two passages, old as they may be, Ovid's Heroides. An appendix is where they belon
The most thorough and balanced treatment o is now Kirfel's Untersuchungen zur Briefform der H reviewed by Kenney in C. R. lxxxiv (1970), 195-7 . attested I find myself in general agreement with at tibi can hardly begin the letter : Kirfel's paralle some preceding couplet it is impossible to tell wh nunc tibi non vaco or tu mihi non vacas. The couplet clears up this last point, but its formulation i (voluntarily from Colchis, as in I I2, or by order f novo marito would most naturally mean 'to her n to be either quaerit, if the object is an ... vacant ?, or (Kirfel's case against the couplet rests entirely on that the object is the whole letter). In Ep. II Kirf anticipate 5-6 and are also too confused to be gen he puts 3-4 between 6 and 7, he makes nonsense inappropriate)2 and robs haec in 7 of its proper f ficent an opening that deleting 3-4 is preferable t 1-2. In Ep. 18 he should have condemned not P*Gu, post 2 habent DF, post Oa-b Excerpta Douzae which were almost certainly written to follow th 21-2; Kirfel says that 23-4 follow well on 21-2 bu tion forwards. Of the couplets unanimously at Epp. 2, 13, and I9, all for inadequate reasons.z word order of 13. 1-2 is groundless, and the on is whether I is ambiguous; Haemonis in 2 is n Magnetida and 15. 217 Pelasgida.3 At 19. 2 rebus missam; as for the greeting of Leander's referred possibility that a genuine version of it is lost (if offered by all the manuscripts except P*W); mor the letter.
I There are sections in 16. 39-144 that seem to me linguistically unexceptionable and in manner worthy of Ovid, notably 53-88, the account of the judgement; and I dare say a zealous executor may have found this fragment among Ovid's papers and with additions of his own incorporated it into the only possible context. Such speculation I do not find congenial, and it would never persuade me to leave the whole of 39-144 in the text for fear of sacrificing a fragment that Ovid might have written. Not interfering with finished poems is surely more important than not sacrificing fragments, and I do not believe that Ep. 16, when Ovid finished it, included any part of 39-144.
Even if I were relegating the two passages to an appendix and ascribing them to a forger, I should make some emendations that are not made by most editors who retain them and ascribe them to Ovid. My text of 16. 39-144 would differ from D6rrie's in at least the following places: 6o veri (Heinsius), 
